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Rated 4.67 out of 5

	$44.00 Incl. GST
Add to cart			
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	$64.00 Incl. GST
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Dean Postlethwaite1702678160

Sam is very knowledgable and very helpful with any information you need to know. The Smappee products are very high quality and easy to work with. We would recommend Vista Power Technologies to anyone.
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Tim Steele1702381352

Sam at VPT has helped sort out a minor installation problem I had - he was super keen, friendly and knowledgeable and fixed the problem in no time... a great experience.
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Steve Charles1696145865

Great, full featured product and excellent service. Fast replies to emails and quick to reconfigure firmware as required for my Smappee installation. Thoroughly recommended!
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Mike Sheppard1692405436

Had an issue with the Smappee smart charger not charging. Rang up Vista and spoke to Sam on. Saturday and he figured out the configuration issue and fixed it remotely. Thanks for such great service!
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zubin balen1691122594

Sam from VPT is extremly knowledgable when it comes to EV charging products and solutions for residential and commercial applications.  The customer service and high quality products supplied by Vist Power Technologies are excellent,  the after sales support for both installer and customer is amazing, this is a great company to deal with and they can ship to all states within Australia.
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Karl Koce1683768556

Sam at VPT was excellent in helping me select an appropriate EV wall charger for my property.  Once ordered the Smappee EV wall arrived within 1 working day.Sam has been an excellent communicator and has assisted me in working through some configuration questions on my unit and is super quick to come back with clear answers and excellent support.Highly recommend the team at VPT.
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MFamily Club1680235111

I purchased a Smappee charger from them and I'm extremely happy. Initially, after getting the quote, I was bit apprehensive about their sparky, but Sam was happy to work directly with my electrician and I'm extremely happy with both (the company's support and the product).
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Pablo Lagas1679999125

they guided me through to all of my newbie questions and the EV wall is simply the best charger I could have got.
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Kim Richards1679272122

Used VPT to purchase and install a Smappee EV charger. Very knowledgeable and gave some excellent advice. They arranged the installation which was quick and well done. Highly recommended!
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Charles Lethbridge1673513342

Installed Smappee system for my car. Good advice and very happy with result. Some hiccups but Sam was available and fixed quickly over the phone 😁
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Meiche Honson1661397343

Sam at VPT has been so helpful with our large scale Smappee install. He’s been available every step of the way to assist with all of my varying questions!  Highly recommended.
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Wills Vids1661312939

Thanks Sam for great phone support, you held on while I fumbled and finally got it working.
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Stephen Wilbourne1660692438

After getting the run-around from several EV charger suppliers, I’m glad I found Vista Power Technologies. They supplied a Smappee EV charger which was promptly installed. Sam has been very helpful, especially helping to solve an issue regarding the interface to our existing solar system. I would totally recommend them.
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Brent Collett1651621327

Excellent service and products from the team at Vista Power Technologies.These guys are at the forefront of home energy management. Sam was super helpful, with high level industry knowledge and was happy to discuss and make suggestions to future proof our property in the installation of our Smappee EV Wall unit.Going above and beyond, Sam also built a mounting post for the unit at a reasonable price and in good time.Totally recommended.
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Henry Plunkett1643939938

Vista Power Technologies are a first class supplier of EV technology. We deal with Sam and the team anytime we require a bespoke solution for EV charging, solar and renewable integration, and dynamic load management. Communication is always clear and the guys are always available for tech support. Great company to work with. Highly recommended.
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Graeme Roberts1643073912

Vista Power Technologies great company to deal with.Very professional with great Customer Service, Very Knowledgeable and provided excellent advice.As well as Great products with all documentation in one place.Fast shipping.   Great Experience.
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John Doe1631271443

We encountered a slight hiccup with the Smappee EV charger, Sam was able to remotely run through with the installers and got the problem fixed. Highly recommended!
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Jack Conlon1614744160

Fantastic sales and technical support; Sam personally guided me through the design requirements, reaching a configuration that suited my metering exigency!
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Tim1606770312

Vista Power made purchasing and installing a Smappee device a breeze. Sam from VPT is very knowledgeable and went above and beyond to assist me. Would recommend!
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The Damonizer1595235266

Sam from VPT is extremely knowledgeable and a pleasure to deal with. He took the time to understand what i was trying to do and advice on how i should approach and the modules that i should be using.
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Lance Poutama1589683252

Bought a Smappee from Vista. They were very helpful and we're really happy with the energy monitor and the information it provides. All around great service and experience
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Eric Schwantler1587862588

Sam at VPT was extremely helpful in providing technical data about the smappee product range which I was considering for power monitoring application. I purchased the system and it was a breeze to install and setup and now I have real-time power data to evaluate the size of solar installation required for my property
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Matthew Virgona1587521443

Vista Power Technologies knows all about Energy Monitoring & Control. I purchased the Smappee Energy Monitor with the Cloud Monitoring option  and can only speak highly of them from my experience. They will help you choose the right solution for your project and figure out the best way to maximise your energy usage in a home environment or in a commercial environment. Their pricing is very reasonable.A big A+ for Sam who help me with my solution and provided great customer service, advice and a willingness to help achieve the outcome I wanted. Their after sales support is also top-notch.
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Trish Foster1570788784

We've installed Smappee in our home and are enjoying being able to learn more about our electricity use and how much solar is saving us. Vista Power were super helpful. I definitely recommend them as they definitely look after you and your needs.
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